
Introduction
In recent years, the container handling 
industr y has witnessed automated 
conta iner  terminals  come of  age. 
Operators on the west coast of the US are 
displaying especially heightened interest 
in automated container terminals as a 
means of improving cost performance and 
handling volume. 

Two major terminal designs are 
becoming the standard for automated 
faci l i t ies : the automated stacking 
crane (ASC) design that is featured in 
Altenwerder, Euromax, and APM terminals 
in Norfolk, and the cantilever automated 

rail mounted gantry (C-ARMG) design 
that is featured in Pusan Newport and 
Kaohsiung. Both designs have advantages 
and disadvantages, and the optimal terminal 
design depends on numerous factors, 
including transhipment ratio, dwell time, 
and local labour cost.

PACECO Corp. has  deve loped 
an alternative automated container 
terminal design called the RailShuttle 
system (see Figure 1) that offers many 
of the advantages of both systems while 
alleviating some of their drawbacks. 
The RailShuttle system uses automated 
lightweight rail-mounted container 

carts (see Figure 2) to move containers 
through the stacking yard. This allows 
the RailShuttle terminal to improve 
operational flexibility and reduce energy 
consumption whi le  maintaining a 
reasonably high stacking density.

How it works
PACECO’s RailShuttle system is similar 
to a traditional ASC terminal, except 
that the RailShuttle system incorporates 
lanes alongside the stacking blocks. The 
RailShuttles run along these lanes in 
order to move containers between the 
waterside transfer zones, the landside 
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Figure 1: Overhead view of a 
RailShuttle terminal.
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transfer zones, and the ASCs (see 
Figure 3). Due to this arrangement, the 
RailShuttle system has the following 
attributes:

Flexibility
Since the RailShuttle can transport 
containers to any transfer zone and any 
ASC in the block, the system provides 
more operational flexibility. Both ASCs 
can participate in the waterside operation 
without handoffs between ASCs.

Improved productivity
Since the RailShuttles perform the 
horizontal transport of containers and 
improve operational flexibility, the ASC 
cranes can focus on stacking containers 
and waste less time performing gantry 
movement. This allows the system to yield 
higher productivity.

Energy efficiency
The Railshuttle, which is light-weight 
and energy efficient, performs most of the 
horizontal transport of containers through 
the stacking yard instead of heavier ASCs. 
This allows the RailShuttle system to 
yield a 70 percent energy saving per move 
compared to traditional ASC operations.

Reduced maintenance and operating costs
Due to the fact that each stacking block 
has higher productivity, we can use larger 
stacking blocks and fewer cranes within 
the terminal. This reduces the amount 
of maintenance work. Additionally, the 
reduced gantry movement results in less 
wear and tear on the gantry system.

A typical vessel unloading operation 
involves the following steps (see Figure 4):
1. A straddle (or shuttle) carrier brings a 

container from the quay cranes to the 
waterside transfer area in the yard. The 
straddle carrier can either deposit the 
container on a RailShuttle, or leave the 
container in the transfer zone.

2. The RailShuttle moves the container 
to either of the ASCs on the stacking 
block.

3. The ASC retrieves the container from 

Figure 3: Components of a RailShuttle stacking block.

Automated Stacking Crane RailShuttle
Stacking Density High density High stacking available, but space is used for 

RailShuttle lanes
Horizontal Transport Automation is simple:  

Separated terminal and road vehicles
Automation is simple: 
Separated terminal and road vehicles

Productivity Landside productivity limited High waterside productivity
Transshipment Efficiency Low, half the ASCs are available for waterside 

throughput. Handoffs or shuffling may be 
needed

High, all ASC’s available for waterside operation, 
Handoffs heavily reduced

Figure 5: design characteristics of each automated terminal system.

Figure 4: a typical vessel unloading operation for the RailShuttle system.

Figure 2: the RailShuttle is a lightweight rail-mounted vehicle for container transport.
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the RailShuttle and places it in the stack.
When the terminal receives exports, a 

similar operation occurs at the landside 
transfer zone. When vessel loading or import 
pickups occur, the operation occurs in reverse.

Comparison with traditional 
automated terminal designs
The traditional ASC model has become 
the most prominent automated terminal 
design. Its advantages are primarily: its 
high storage density, since a large share 
of terminal space is allocated to stacking; 
and there is a natural separation between 
terminal and road vehicles, which easily 
allows terminal vehicles to be automated. 
On the other hand, ASC terminals often 
face a degree of challenge with landside 
productivity and flexibility. Due to safety 
and remote handling procedures, serving 
road trucks at the landside operation is 
considerably more time consuming than the 
waterside operation. Although gate hours 
can be extended to spread out the load, it 
can still be challenging for ASC terminals 
to effectively serve peak gate traffic.

In comparison, the RailShuttle system 
captures the important benefits of the 
traditional ASC terminal while addressing 
many of the drawbacks (see Figure 5). 
The terminal uses the same portal-
style automated stacking cranes, but the 
RailShuttle system is more flexible. All 
ASCs can serve the waterside operation, 
and the landside cranes perform less gantry 
movement so that they can focus on the 
landside operation. Like an ASC terminal, 
there is a natural separation between road 
and terminal vehicles, which makes it easy 
to adopt automated horizontal transport 
vehicles, such as AGVs and shuttle carriers.

The main drawback of the RailShuttle 
design is that the RailShuttle lanes occupy 
a significant amount of space, which 
slightly reduces the stacking density 
in comparison to alternative designs. 
However, the RailShuttle terminal design 
is also able to recover some space by using 
larger stacking blocks, which reduces the 
overall space consumed by crane gantry 
lanes. Due to the fact that the ASC cranes 
perform less gantry movement, the cranes 
can focus on stacking and have higher 
overall throughput. This allows the use 
of larger stacking blocks and fewer cranes 
to achieve similar maximum throughput 
levels. Figure 6 illustrates the sample 
profiles for a 10-wide traditional ASC 
terminal versus a RailShuttle terminal. 

Performance
We can compare the landside and 
w a t e r s i d e  p r o d u c t i v i t y  b e t w e e n 
comparable  s tacking b locks  for  a 
Rai lShutt le  terminal  and an ASC 
terminal. A RailShuttle terminal differs 

Figure 6: Comparison of stack profiles – traditional aSC versus RailShuttle.

Figure 7: traditional aSC versus RailShuttle productivity.

Figure 8: traditional aSC versus RailShuttle energy consumption comparison.
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from an ASC terminal because the cranes focus on stacking 
containers and do not perform any horizontal transport. This 
factor helps significantly raise throughput productivity, most 
notably at the landside, by 14 percent. In addition however, due 
to the fact that the RailShuttle can move containers from the 
waterside transfer zone to either of the two ASCs, both ASCs can 
participate in the waterside operation. This doubles the available 
waterside handling capacity (see Figure 7).

The RailShuttle terminal is also an environmentally friendly design. 
RailShuttles are more energy efficient vehicles at performing horizontal 
transport than traditional ASCs. The RailShuttles themselves are each 
approximately one tenth of the weight of an ASC crane, therefore 
they require far less energy to accelerate. As a result, PACECO Corp. 
estimates that a RailShuttle operation will create a 70 percent energy 
saving per move compared to a traditional ASC operation (see Figure 8).

In conclusion
Automated terminal technology has certainly advanced and 
matured to the point where more terminal operators are considering 
implementing automated operations. Until now, automated terminals 
have primarily taken form as either an ASC style terminal or a 
Cantilever A-RMG style terminal. Both designs have advantages and 
drawbacks, and it can still be a challenge to apply either system if the 
operating goals and environment don’t match the design.

The RailShuttle system provides another alternative, which 
employs cost-effective, energy-efficient cranes and equipment; adopts 
automated horizontal transport vehicles and keeps them separate 
from road trucks, which is good for high labour cost markets; has 
high waterside throughput capacity, which is ideal for transhipment 
facilities and minimises the loss of stacking density. 
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